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When I was invited to speak about Alina Szapocznikow as part of the
research project “To Each His Own Reality”, I thought of focusing on the
aspect of the artist’s work in which the real is both physically included
(becomes a material) and reflected (becomes a topic) in the artwork.

In order to show this, I will focus on a thread running through
Szapocznikow’s work which can be described as experimental: around
, the artist, who had completed a classic academic art education,
began to experiment with the form of her sculptures, gradually intro-
ducing deformations into her figural representations and experimenting
with materials. Initially, the materials were traditional: plaster,wood, stone,
plastic, cement, bronze and clay, while Szapocznikow tried to approach
them in a way that was contrary to their nature,with the resulting works
being expressive, unfinished abstract forms seemingly left to chance. She
also regularly used existing objects to create her sculptures, and in 
we see the emergence of casts of female body parts, predominantly her
own. Gradually, the parts of the body gained autonomy.The body – the
artist’s body – became not only a (real) subject, a problem, or the reason
for Szapocznikow’s art, but also its substrate and a material starting point
for any creative process. By combining elements that were “taken out of
context” (imprints of body parts, remnants of personal clothes), these
works function as a peculiar collage that brings together the past and the
present, presence and absence, art and the readymade.As such, they seem
to recall the “dialectical image” described byWalter Benjamin,where the
new and the old meet in a flash of mutual (and hence complementary)
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criticism and clash.Thus, when the question of reality is raised, it is pos-
sible to analyse the ways in which this reality becomes both the topic
and the very material of Szapocznikow artistic work.

The use of imprints first appeared in Szapocznikow’s work in the early
s and is connected with the beginning of a new, more experimen-
tal period in her art, after her “adventure with socialist realism”. She began
to create works inspired by popular culture and mass media:monumen-
tal bronze was replaced by multicoloured cement and resin, with classi-
cal representations replaced by the use of fragmentation, collage,
mechanization and mimesis – through experimentation.Everything hap-
pened amazingly close to the body – a body that touched and was being
touched.

Around , Szapocznikow radically changed her choice of materi-
als, exploring new media that had never previously been used in the art
world, such as polyester and polyurethane.This shift was to define the
most characteristic and personal segment of her œuvre. Summing up her
achievements with great self-awareness, Szapocznikow wrote, “[I am]
nothing more than a sculptor looking at the bankruptcy of her voca-
tion… I resolved to be aware of the times we live in… I create only awk-
ward objects.” Her work reflects an interminable struggle for the most
contemporary form possible.

In her hands, sculpture loses its autonomous status and becomes frag-
ments, remains and substitutes, such as multiples and gadgets. It is
depressed, damaged and transposed so as to squeeze out the best possi-
ble expression of the meanings behind the artist’s intuition.The focal
point of her interests was always the body, its experiences and limita-
tions. She wrote,“I am convinced that among all the manifestations of
perishability, the human body is the most sensitive; the single source of
all joy, all pain and all truth.” In her later works, she gives voice to per-
sonal issues with increasing clarity: the experience of the female body,
recollections of the war and the Holocaust, and, finally, a dramatic exam-
ination of the cancer that brought her life to a premature end. Apart from
her personal story, Szapocznikow’s search for artistic identity was defined
by her arrival in Paris in , into a highly-charged field of new art
movements, neo-avant-garde discourse and new counter-cultural prac-
tices, at the forefront of which were the activities of the Nouveaux
Réalistes.They were introduced to Szapocznikow by the initiator of the
movement, her friend and supporter, the powerful curator, critic and
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leading personality in the Parisian post-war art world, Pierre Restany,
who evidently projected his own discourse of art’s new engagement
with reality on Szapocznikow. At the same time, even if she regularly
expressed a wish to return to the mainstream, the artist reoriented her
work in nuances – finding directions that were often articulated in semi-
private accounts, never as part of a loud, public movement but with a
highly personal, yet never idiosyncratic, approach.

“While she was regarded by her contemporaries as potentially too
individual, and her vision of the body too traumatically inflicted and
too provocatively sexual to be fully absorbed into new art movements,
we can see today that the radicalism of her experiments lies in her
unique proto-feminist vision, as well as in her precise independence. […]
The question of finding an identity that would both transgress her for-
mer experiences and produce new authentic possibilities must have
been a central concern for Szapocznikow, especially when taking into
account her many potentially marginalizing characteristics: being a
female artist in the s, an Eastern European immigrant from a com-
munist country during the ColdWar, financially unstable, and a Jew
whose family went through the atrocities of the Holocaust… the list
goes on…”

At the same time, Szapocznikow was, all difficulties aside, an intellectual
in her own right, enormously well-informed about contemporary art
history and strong-minded in regard to the conditions of her artistic pro-
duction.

I would like to draw attention to a sculpture that marks, in my view, an
important shift in this œuvre. The Leg () was the first cast taken
directly from her own body, which highlights her need to transgress the
conventionality of art and deny the commonly accepted and somewhat
mandatory “creationist” formula. A “leg” – in its brutal literalness –
becomes a trace of a certain moment, a certain presence and a certain
reality.

In order to introduce casts – these vehicles of time that offer, due to their
immediacy, a real presence – into art, she turned them into sculptures.
Plaster was no more than a matrix, but placing it on a granite pedestal was
enough to give it other connotations.By casting “this” leg in bronze, pol-
ishing it and once again placing it on a granite pedestal, she managed to
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reject, or push away, the directness of associations. However, there is no
doubt that Szapocznikow’s works that use casts (not only the casts them-
selves, but the sculptures that utilise them) stand as a type of self-portrait.
When she made the first of the multiple portraits – Double Portrait (Portret
dwukrotny, ) – it was also “set on a pedestal, and thus put in quota-
tion marks. Not ‘me‘, my portrait, image and likeness; not a literal trans-
fer of my unique bodily form,my mouth and thigh as shaped by nature,
but a portrait – the pieces of a woman as a commodity in itself”. Notably,
the artist’s personal presence in the work is signalled not only by the cast
of her face (remaining incomplete), but also her legs, lips, breasts and
facial features.

The question that requires a response at this point is to understand why
this technique is so crucial in relation to the notion of “the real”.When
one zooms in on the actual “construction” of the technique, it is impos-
sible to think of it in simple binary terms; and when we start to analyse
it, we see just how ambiguous this technique really is – in relation to
both art and the real.

By touching and being in direct contact, the imprint is a guarantee of
something unique and primary. But it is also a matrix and a positive, and
therefore a source of diffusion. A question raised by Georges Didi-
Huberman about the nature of the physical act of imprinting is worth
quoting here:

“Manifeste-t-il l’authenticité de la présence (comme processus de
contact) ou bien, au contraire, la perte d’unicité qu’entraîne sa possi-
bilité de reproduction? Produit-il l’unique ou le disséminé? L’auratique
ou le sériel ? Le ressemblant ou bien le dissemblable ? L’identité ou
bien l’inidentifiable ? La décision ou le hasard ? Le désir ou bien le
deuil ? La forme ou bien l’informe? Le même ou l’altéré ? Le familier
ou bien l’étrange ? Le contact ou bien l’écart ?”

The imprint seems to function here as a type of “dialectical image”,which
is both an affirmation and a negation of all the qualities mentioned above.
It suggests “both contact (a foot leaving a trace in the sand) as well as loss
(the absence of the foot in the imprint); it suggests equally a contact with
the loss and the loss of contact”.
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The nature of an imprint is defined by its physical relationship with the
referent, seen as analogous to C. S. Peirce’s indexical analysis.This con-
sists of the repetition of the referent,which is essential and indispensable,
and, at the same time, absent in the imprint itself.Through repetition,
which here is a kind of play, the art of Szapocznikow is therefore a way
of testing the limits and the very possibility of similarity, and the possibility
of the repetition of the real.

In the series of works entitled Lamp-Mouth (Lampe-bouche, from
), parades of untitled imprints of bellies, different variants of half-faces
or lips, repeating “the same thing” (the same body element, same gesture,
same material), yield “a different thing” each time.The figures created in
such a way might perhaps be formally similar (considering the imprint-
ing procedure), but the unsurpassable difference between them lies in
their separation.

This is why repetition never means identity; an imprint realises and
fulfils similarity. It is a disturbing duplicate of the referent, since it is always
halfway between the “marked” and the anonymous object.

The notion of contact,which, in a sense, can be seen as the epicentre of
this technique, is built out of a relationship that combines inanimate mat-
ter with living, real matter, and also the quotation with the present moment.

A “contact”, a “trace”, an “imprint”… all these words seem too delicate
to describe works executed with so much dynamism, with such ardour,
even rapacity, as those created by Alina Szapocznikow.Why then can we
not use the terms “violation”,“indentation”, a “fatal crush”?

Such an absence of distance, such excessive adhesion and mimesis
pushed to the uttermost limit are the perfect antithesis of any aesthetic
thinking: the imprint eliminates and “precludes any ‘artistic‘ distance; its
essence is adhesion”.What kind of reflection does this express? Is it pos-
sible to admire these imprints in a “classical” way, since they so incredi-
bly touch the closest, the most intimate space (perhaps too close, too
intimate)? Are they mirroring presence or absence, reality or mimesis?
What is this presence;what it is like? Is it the presence of different objects
in the hands of an artist, or the “footprints of time”– a time that is frozen,
broken and split?

Such impossible, phantasmic proximity is associated with the empiri-
cism of the technique, which is connected with the fact that an imprint
is always a representation of a fragment of the body (it is never a simulta-
neous duplicate of the whole). However,Alina Szapocznikow’s The Leg
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() is not just a simple representation.The imprint created by con-
tact with a body part becomes synonymous with the naked foot emerg-
ing from a chaos of colours in Balzac’s The Unknown Masterpiece,“a living
foot […], a fragment that had escaped from an extraordinary process of
slow but steady destruction”. By bearing the traces of presence, it becomes
both a reified organism and a form of animated matter; an astonishing
fusion of art and reality.

The cast stands, therefore, at a crossroads where the “real” and the “cre-
ated”meet in a very direct way.The cast seems to stand for the stamp of
reality, thus separated and somehow independent.

There is also another aspect worth discussing here, relating to how
Szapocznikow actually introduced the real into her works.

Beginning in , when Szapocznikow first made a cast of her own
leg, this leg gradually became a fetish. By being cast in bronze and partly
polished, the leg became attractive due to its shiny, seductive surface.
Moreover, this redirected attention away from the “truth” about the body.
It was then that Szapocznikow reflected on the significance that César’s
simultaneous casting of his thumb would have for her career (this com-
parison merits further study).

But before the bronze version of this work was created, Szapocznikow
made yet another sculpture which touched upon the theme of the leg, or
rather, legs, and, in a completely new way, explored the question of real-
ity.Goldfinger () is an outstanding piece measuring around  cm
in height: an assemblage covered with gold paint, composed of three
cement elements and a slab of automobile scrap metal, which together
resemble a woman with her head pointing downwards. A number of
aspects of this work are of particular interest to us:

a) The cast of the leg – a special sort of a readymade: a captured moment,
seen as the “negative” of the real (see the points discussed above).

b) The association with the third James Bond film of the same title,
which had its world premiere the same year and was released in France
in February .We do not know whether or not Szapocznikow saw
this movie, but she was certainly aware of the advertising campaign,
which, as is always the case for Bond films, was very extensive.All the
posters shown in France depicted the same theme – a photo of a reclin-
ing nude woman covered in gold paint.

c) The feature that seems the most important in terms of the general cri-
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tique: the actual integration of readymade (found,“impure”) objects in
the piece (scrap car parts embedded in cement). In one of his texts, in
, Pierre Restany claimed in reference to Goldfinger that “This sculp-
ture composed of metallic elements embedded in gold-patinated cement
represents the high point of her first assemblage period.”

Restany sees this work as a step towards a “progressive opening to the
real” (we detect his projective language in the context of the Nouveau
Réalisme group):

“What game does Alina play?That of objective and technological real-
ity, that of modern, industrial and urban Nature. For a long time, she
translated her yearning for direct integration into the real by affirming
the dualism between the moulded form and the found object. […] In
other words, these first combine-sculptures assess (the very same goes
for Jasper John’s paintings) the complete integration of the readymade
into a predetermined formal context.”

Restany appears to view Szapocznikow’s former expressionist aesthetic as
evolving into objectification: the position of the readymade continued, and
replaced by, body mouldings taken directly from the artist’s body – a
readymade of the body.

In the later period of her life, there is yet another aspect of her work
that can be of interest when we think about the real both reflected and
inscribed in the artwork.

As mentioned earlier, around ,Alina Szapocznikow ventured into
using new and highly experimental materials, such as poured polyurethane
and polyester resins, leading to the most remarkable and distinctive period
of her work. Her incessant search for contemporary forms was both a
response to her chosen medium – sculpture – and a struggle with how to
keep it relevant in the historical moment in which she lived.

It is important to understand the way in which“real time” is captured again
and again in Szapocznikow’s work.After her “experience” with casts, in
which she repeats, doubles and marks her sculptures with the stamp of the
real, her work with polyurethane gives yet another dimension to this
search, as the artist seeks to establish a connection with the present
moment. Similarly to the “body cast” pieces (it is worth noting that all her
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polyurethane works “hide” at least one small cast element), it seems that
the artist was endeavouring to actually present (and not re-present) the real
and, if possible, capture a present moment.

The most experimental and performative (thus temporal) aspect of
Alina Szapocznikow’s sculpture can be most clearly identified in the series
of works in which she uses polyurethane.The series entitled Expansions
(which are often compared to those of César) are composed of poured
polyurethane foam (a toxic, carcinogenic and short-lived material), in
which the artist’s gesture is combined with the element of chance inscribed
in the unpredictable nature of the material.

Gravity and immediacy seem to be the most influential factors in the
process of working with polyurethane, through which the notion of time,
with all its materiality, comes to the fore.This dialectic is most effectively
represented in the works Siège Piège (from ) and Sous la Coupole

(from ).
On the occasion of the publication of a second catalogue a year later

(for Szapocznikow’s show at the Galerie Cogeime in Brussels in ),
Restany wrote in his accompanying text of a scheme of evolutionary
argumentation evident within her new foamy, flexible polyurethane sculp-
tures. In his view, the progression towards open forms and objectifica-
tion (typical of the period) demonstrated Szapocznikow’s position as a
pop artist working from a specific feminist point of view.Body fetishiza-
tion, the subversion of the individual or personal female narcissism and
heightened individualism were, in fact, new potent forms of a cutting-edge
artistic strategy.

Furthermore, there is another piece from this series that I find worth
discussing as it reveals yet another dimension to this body of work.Stèle

() represents a perfect fusion of elements apparent in the artist’s works
at the time, which were prominently executed on a human scale.The
skin tone casts of her face and legs are melted into the forms of a head and
body made of black polyurethane.The darker lower part of the figure,
which seems to strangely mirror the shape of the upright part, extends the
lower legs and feet in a bony, skeletal cast as if preserved in lava.This ele-
ment does not appear by accident, as Szapocznikow was fascinated by
the gloomy story of Pompeii. In this sense, the organic black polyurethane
becomes an allegorical medium pointing to the all-consuming lava of a
mythological-historical past, and thus a vehicle of all memory and all
possible present moments.A dozen or so months later, lumpy forms cov-
ered with a thin, transparent polyester matter that was connected and
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united with it received the title Alina’s Funeral (PogrzebAliny, ).The
tissue-like growths creating the sculpture’s structure were embedded with
photographic portraits of family and friends, catalogues and invitations
from the artist’s shows, fragments of letters and everyday objects (dish
cloths, pieces of tablecloths, etc.) so as to create a funeral procession.All
of this as if time was coming to an end and needed to be halted and por-
trayed in its most accurate here and now.

In Szapocznikow’s hands, sculpture became a conglomeration of frag-
ments, multiples and everyday objects, as though the work was seen as a
vehicle for snippets of time. Her radical reference to “the softest of all
materials” – the individual, changing and impermanent body – which
she used to stamp out individual moments and play on the edge of real-
ism – by the very fact of taking the absolute here and now as a starting
point brings up an important question about how art can reflect reality,
and how reality can be mirrored in art objects.

It seems to me that not only did Alina Szapocznikow manage to inte-
grate her personal reality into her artistic work, but also that her œuvre
acts as an outstanding mirror of her time, of the esprit du temps: that of a
female artist struggling to find her place in the male-dominated mainstream
art world of the s, that of an Eastern European immigrant from a
Communist country during the ColdWar in Paris, and a Jew whose fam-
ily experienced the horrors of the Holocaust. In my view, Szapocznikow’s
œuvre captures, in a symptomatic way, the spirit of the s, with its
openness to experimentation and its constant search for the new. It is in
this way that this body of work becomes a fascinating mirror of the era
in which the artist lived and worked – a time when the traditional vocab-
ularies of art were being re-evaluated, when art history was being redi-
rected and a new image of the real was being established. Alina
Szapocznikow’s cutting-edge artistic strategy stands out for me as an
example of an œuvre in which the individual story melts with the col-
lective story, in which we cannot be sure which one has a greater influ-
ence on the other.



 Excerpts of this text are taken from my text
“Awkward Objects: Creative Barbarity-On
Awkward Beginnings”, in Alina Szapocznikow.
Awkward Objects, ed. Agata Jakubowska,
Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw, ,
pp. -.

 Alina Szapocznikow,“Korzenie mego dzieła
wyrastająz zawodu rzeźbiarza (Mon œuvre
puise ses racines… [My work traces its
roots…])”, text dated March , typed and
reworked by Pierre Restany, reproduced in
Alina Szapocznikow: Sculpture Undone -
, exh. cat., Brussels: Fonds Mercartor,
, p. . See also the archives of Alina
Szapocznikow on the website of the Museum
of Modern Art inWarsaw: http://www.art
museum.pl/archiwa.php?l=&a=&skrot=
&id=&id=.

 Ibid.
 A familiarity with Szapocznikow’s life story

is helpful in understanding her impulsive and
consistently limit-seeking creative experi-
mentation. She was born in  in the small
Polish town of Kalisz to a family of Jewish
doctors. She spentWorldWar II in concen-
tration camps with her mother,who worked
as a doctor, using her daughter as her assistant.
No reliable accounts of this dramatic period
remain today.The women managed to survive
most probably thanks to Szapocznikow’s
mother’s professional skills.We can presume
that her compulsive thirst for life and expe-
rience, and the great energy and cheer which
characterised her life were linked to the trau-
matic events of her early youth.
Szapocznikow looked back on her experi-
ences during this period of her life with
exceptional reserve, and references to her
recollections of those times only started to
appear in her work towards the end of her
life. After the war she did not return to
Poland, but went to Prague,where she stud-
ied sculpture at the studio of Josef Wagner,
among others. Later, in , she headed to
Paris to study at the École des Beaux-Arts.
Summoned back by the Polish government
(and threatened with losing her right to re-
enter the country), she returned to Poland
in  and settled inWarsaw with her hus-
band, the future director of the Łódź Museum
of Art, Ryszard Stanisławski, whom she had
met in France.This was the time of the esca-
lation of the Cold War, when the borders
between Eastern andWestern Europe were
beginning to close. Szapocznikow thus

remained in Poland during the period known
as Stalinism – and of social realism in the art
scene, when artists were expected to prolif-
erate official propaganda in their work. In
the post-war zeal and its faith in humanism,
and aided by her pronounced leftist leanings,
Szapocznikow quickly found her place in
this environment, becoming a prized artis-
tic commodity and reaping government
commissions, including one for a monument
celebrating Polish-Russian amity at the Palace
of Arts and Culture inWarsaw. In , as the
Communist regime weakened in Poland,
artists enjoyed a greater degree of freedom.
Szapocznikow almost immediately turned to
a more experimental approach in line with
tendencies prevalent in the art world at that
time. Interest in her work continued to rise
in Poland: she had a series of prestigious exhi-
bitions, including one at Poland’s most famous
art institution and the Venice Biennale. In
spite of her successful career, in  she
decided to emigrate to Paris with her sec-
ond husband, the renowned graphic artist
Roman Cieślewicz, whom she married in
.There she was forced to start anew, and
pursued her artistic career with great diffi-
culty.Relying on Pierre Restany, a friend she
had met while still in Poland,who had devel-
oped an interest in her work, she worked at
the periphery of the Nouveau Réalisme
movement, but like many other female artists
of this period, she did not live to see her
work achieve public recognition. She exper-
imented intensively, searching for her own
means of expression while also endeavour-
ing to exhibit her work and secure her posi-
tion in the art world.Towards the end of her
life, she considered relocating to NewYork,
where she believed the art scene to be more
interesting than in Paris.Her life came to an
early end in  as a result of breast cancer
– the subject of illness is another reality that
was addressed in her œuvre from the late
s.

 Despite the fact that her work had been so
prominently and respectfully contextualized
alongside César and Delahaye by the influ-
ential critic, Szapocznikow never became part
of the Nouveaux Réalistes, even in a broader
public association. Neither was she, at any
later stage, directly involved in any specific
movements, nor was her work defined in ref-
erence to any particular art discourse of her
time.
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 See Anke Kempkes, Black Drops and Black
Matter-The Luxury Gap-Concept Individuel-
Quarry Desert:The Incommensurable Contempo-
raneity of Alina Szapocznikow, in Alina
Szapocznikow. Awkward Objects, ed. Agata
Jakubowska, Museum of Modern Art in
Warsaw , pp. -.

 A documentation of Alina Szapocznikow’s
work is available on the website of the
Museum of ModernArt inWarsaw.The Leg,
: http://www.artmuseum.pl/archiwa.
php?l=&a=&id=.

 — Drot:This is your leg?
— Szapocznikow:Yes, sculpted a little, slightly
smoothed out. Half of it was my leg…
— Drot:What do you mean half?
— Szapocznikow: Up to here, it’s my calf,
here it’s sculpted, and here it’s rough.
— Drot:You do not say anything about your-
self, instead you depict yourself…
— Szapocznikow:All artists are exhibition-
ists. [Laughs] I say nothing,maybe I even say
too much. […]We always say too much about
our lives.
— Drot:This makes you laugh.
— Szapocznikow: I wanted to do a third.
This is a cast of my mouth.
— Drot: So that’s one more version of you.”
In Jean Marie Drot,En Pologne.  ème partie de
la liberté des beaux-arts, ou Jdanov n’est pas polo-
nais (part of the series: L’art et les Hommes:
Journal deVoyage), TV France .Trans-
lated by Ewa Kanigowska-Giedroyc (English
transcription provided for the exhibition
Awkward Objects, held at the Museum of
Modern Art inWarsaw in ).

 The Double Portrait, , see: http://www.
artmuseum.pl/archiwa.php?l=&a=&id=


 See Anda Rottenberg, Personalizations, in
Alina Szapocznikow.Awkward Objects, op. cit.,
pp. -.

 It is worth noting that the only part of the
body which the artist did not use as a matrix,
or representation,was her stomach.This cast,
which was reproduced in dozens of copies
used to create large compositions, and later
carved in marble (Big Bellies, , see:
http://www.artmuseum.pl/archiwa.php?l=
&a=&id=),was “taken” from the belly of
Arianne Raoul-Auval, a female friend of
RolandTopor.

 Georges Didi-Huberman,La ressemblance par
contact.Archéologie, anachronisme et modernité de
l’empreinte, Paris,Minuit, , p. . English

translation (byAleksander Stankiewicz, from
an initial translation by Marta Dziewanska
into Polish):“Does it express authentic pres-
ence (like a gesture of contact), or is it just the
contrary: a sign of the loss of uniqueness and
a starting point for reproduction? Is it an ori-
gin of the one or of the dispersed? Of the
auratic or serial? Of the similar or different?
Does it mean identity or the lack of identi-
fication? Is it a decision or a coincidence? A
desire or mourning? A form or shapeless-
ness? The same or different? Is it familiar or
foreign? A contact or a separation?”

 Ibid., p. .
 See A Syllabus of Certain Topics in the Logic,

in Essential Pierce. Selected PhilosophicalWritings,
vol.  (-), edited by the Peirce
Edition Project, Bloomington and Indiana-
polis: Indiana University Press, .

 Lampes-bouches, , see: http://www.art
museum.pl/archiwa.php?l=&a=&id=

 Georges Didi-Huberman, op. cit., p. .
 “These works are, as is the case with all of

Alina Szapocznikow’s pieces, above all a psy-
chological reality; a presence within reach,
like a warm animal in one’s immediate envi-
ronment.This is how Desserts and other works
came into being, as if they were cuttings from
a living body subjected to fragmentation.Yet,
we must be aware that beneath the sweet-
ness of the Desserts – bowls containing two
breasts like pudding topped with a ruddy
nipple/strawberry – lies concealed a provoca-
tive process of transgression.This process
functions within a daring invitation to can-
nibalism,humanity’s most abominable taboo.
A bewilderment comes over us when Alina
Szapocznikow offers us a taste of all this as
if from a peculiar ‘menu’ for a cannibal,who
would lap these objects up,mouth watering,
in a meal more profane than any under the
sun. (Is there such a word as ‘autophagia’, i.e.
to eat oneself?) Lips on a flexible stem tempt
us, promising not only an erotic game but
also persuading us to partake in the unfor-
givable trespass of plucking them from their
stems and biting them like the apple of Eden.
It is not only an erotic game – sensing the
warmth of animal fur would be in this con-
text our greatest act of liberty – but a break-
ing of a taboo: you shall not put your teeth
to it, you shall not swallow it, you shall not
imbibe blood from human tissue.” Citation
from Urszula Czartoryska, Transgresja. O
przesłaniu twórczości Aliny Szapocznikow
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[Transgression. On the Message of Alina
Szapocznikow’sArt], [first edition“Twórczość”
, o. ], in Alina Szapocznikow: Rysunki
i rzeź by: Zatrzyma ć życie/Drawings and
Sculptures:Capturing Life,Krakow andWarsaw:
IRSA, , p. .

 The presence and role of photography in
Szapocznikow’s art is very interesting here
as we can consider the photograph as another
link to the real: what are the pictures sub-
merged in the plastic mass (Souvenir ,
Desserts, -,Tumours, , etc.)?What
kind of “imprint” of reality are they?Where
does this need to overlay these “footprints”
of time come from? (These questions could
serve as a subject for a separate dissertation).

 Honoré de Balzac, Le Chef-d’œuvre inconnu
(English title: The Unknown Masterpiece),
Gambara, Massimilla Doni, Paris: GF-
Flammarion, , p.  [quoted by Georges
Didi-Huberman, op. cit. (Footnote ),
p. ].

 See the letter reproduced in Alina
Szapocznikow: Sculpture Undone -, op.
cit. (Footnote ), p. .Alina Szapocznikow
had met César in Paris around . For more
information on the comparison between the
sculptures of Szapocznikow and César, see
Agata Jakubowska, Portret wielokrotny dzieła
Aliny Szapocznikow, (Poznań:Wydawnictwo
Naukowe UAM, ), chapter entitled
“…uwodząca” [“…seducing”], pp. -.

 Goldfinger,, see: http://www.artmuseum.
pl/archiwa.php?l=&a=&id=

 It is worth noting that during this period,
Szapocznikow also created other works using
fragments of scrap car parts: Two-Part
(Dwuczęściowa),Głowa X (Head ),Człowiek
z instrumentem (Man with Instrument),
Sprzątaczka (Femme de ménage).

 Goldfinger, directed by Guy Hamilton, starring
Sean Connery as James Bond. It is worth
mentioning, however, that at the “Salon de
Mai”, this work was simply entitled Sculpture.

 Pierre Restany,Alina Szapocznikow par Pierre
Restany (catalogue,Galerie Florence Houston
Brown, Paris, ), pages not numbered,
citation fromAnke Kempkes, op. cit., p. .

 Cf.Anke Kempkes,The Body’s Ready Made.
Alina Szapocznikow, in Flesh at war with
Enigma,Kunsthalle Basel, , pp. -.

 See the documentation on the web-site of
the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw:
http://www.artmuseum.pl/archiwa.php?l=
&a=&skrot=

 Sous la coupole, , see: http://www. art-
museum.pl/archiwa.php?l=&a=&id=

 See the documentation: http://www.art
museum.pl/archiwa.php?l=&a=&skrot=.

 See Anke Kempkes, Black Drops and Black
Matter-The Luxury Gap-Concept Individuel-
Quarry Desert:The Incommensurable Contem-
poraneity of Alina Szapocznikow, op. cit.

 Stele, , see: http://www.artmuseum.pl/
archiwa.php?l=&a=&id=.

 See Anke Kempkes, op. cit.
 Alina’s Funeral, , see: http://www.art

museum.pl/archiwa.php?l=&a=&id=.
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